We know you’re looking for the ultimate employee—an intelligent candidate who works well both within a team and individually, adapts to new technologies, leads others with integrity and has an undying work ethic. Impossible to find? We don’t think so.

Meet the students of Villanova University.

No matter the focus, a Villanova education starts with a foundation in the liberal arts. All of our students are prepared to be nimble thinkers who, through collaborative, cross-disciplinary experiences, develop leadership traits and express their creativity in countless ways. They dig into cutting-edge research alongside renowned professors, learn to think critically and explore opportunities for professional growth.

Villanovans are intellectually inspired and morally grounded global citizens who are armed with the skills to flourish and the drive to succeed. The mark of a Villanovan is a mind on fire, ready to impact the world, and your organization, with positive change.
“WE FREQUENTLY HEAR FROM EMPLOYERS THAT VILLANOVANS ARE OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEES. OUR GRADUATES ARE INTELLIGENT, COMPASSIONATE AND COLLABORATIVE LEADERS WHO BRING ENTHUSIASM AND INNOVATION TO THEIR ORGANIZATIONS.”

KEVIN GRUBB
ASSISTANT VICE PROVOST, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CAREER CENTER
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

- 47 bachelor’s programs, 24 master’s programs, 2 PhD programs
- Named one of America’s Top Liberal Arts Colleges and Universities (The Hidden Ivies)
- Beckman Scholars Program Award Winner (one of 11 institutions nationwide), which provides financial support for undergraduate scientific research

VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

- 8 bachelor’s programs, 7 master’s programs
- #13 Undergraduate Business School (Poets & Quants)
- #5 Online Graduate Business Programs (U.S. News & World Report)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

- 5 bachelor’s programs, 9 master’s programs, 1 PhD program
- The nation’s only required, three-year professional development program for engineers
- Hands-on research, innovation and entrepreneurially-minded learning in the classroom

M. LOUISE FITZPATRICK COLLEGE OF NURSING

- 1 bachelor’s program, 1 master’s program, 1 DNP program, 1 PhD program
- Designated a Center of Excellence in Nursing Education from the National League for Nursing
- Affiliated with more than 70 health systems and other clinical sites

INNOVATIVE CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS ARE INTEGRATED INTO THE CURRICULUM OF EVERY COLLEGE.
# UNIVERSITY FACTS

## TOP RANKED NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES

*U.S. News & World Report 2021*

| More Than 10,000 UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS |

## 12 MILES FROM PHILADELPHIA

| GLOBAL ALUMNI NETWORK OF 130,000+ |

# STUDENT FACTS

## 28 PRESTIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS

including 17 Fulbright recipients in 2020-2021

| STUDENTS FROM 48 STATES: WASHINGTON, D.C.; THE VIRGIN ISLANDS; PUERTO RICO; GUAM |

## 93% OF THE CLASS OF 2020 graduates who sought an internship participated in at least one

| STUDENTS FROM 42 FOREIGN COUNTRIES |

## 93% OF THE CLASS OF 2020 graduates who sought an international experience participated in at least one
ACADEMIC MAJORS/DEGREE PROGRAMS

BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS
Accounting
Art History
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Biochemistry
Biology
Business Analytics (Co-major)
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Classical Studies
Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience
Communication
Comprehensive Science
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Criminology
Economics
Education (Secondary)
Electrical Engineering
English
Environmental Science
Finance
French and Francophone Studies
Gender and Women’s Studies
Geography
Global Interdisciplinary Studies
History
Humanities
Individually Designed Major
International Business (Co-major)
Italian
Liberal Arts
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Nursing
Peace and Justice
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Real Estate
Russian Area Studies
Sociology
Spanish
Statistics
Theology and Global Religion

MASTER DEGREE PROGRAMS
Accounting with Data Analytics
Analytics
Applied Statistics
Biology (MA or MS)
Biochemical Engineering
Business Administration (MBA)
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Church Management
Civil Engineering
Classical Studies
Communication
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Counseling
Cybersecurity
Education
Electrical Engineering
English
Environmental Science
Finance
History
Human Resource Development
Liberal Studies
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Nursing Education
Political Science
Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
(Adult-Gerontology, Family, Pediatric)
Psychology
Public Administration (MPA)
Software Engineering
Sustainable Engineering
Taxation
Theatre
Theology
Water Resources and Environmental Engineering

DOCTORAL DEGREE PROGRAMS
Engineering (PhD)
Juris Doctor (JD)
Nurse Anesthesia (DNP)
Nursing (PhD)
Nursing Practice (DNP)
Philosophy (PhD)
Theology (PhD)
The first step to finding your ultimate employee is contacting Villanova’s Career Center to outline a strategy that meets your recruitment needs. Villanova utilizes Handshake, a career management system, where you can post jobs, request on-campus interview schedules and connect with Villanova students and alumni. Use #HireNova to promote your on-campus events, job postings and key deadlines on social media.

#HIRENOVA

HIRENOVA.VILLANOVA.EDU
610.519.4060   HIRENOVA@VILLANOVA.EDU
ABOUT VILLANOVA

Villanova University was founded in 1842 by the Order of Saint Augustine. There are more than 10,000 undergraduate, graduate and law students in the University’s six colleges—the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the Villanova School of Business, the College of Engineering, the M. Louise Fitzpatrick College of Nursing, the College of Professional Studies and the Villanova University Charles Widger School of Law. Our rigorous academic curriculum, coupled with a passionate community with unyielding values, prepares our graduates with the well-rounded foundation not only to succeed, but to positively impact our world, no matter their career path.

CAREER CENTER DIVERSITY STATEMENT

The Villanova University Career Center is committed to the university’s advancement of diversity, equity and inclusion and recognizes that these principles are integral to our work. It is necessary for Villanova students and alumni to develop intercultural understanding and inclusive communication practices in order to be a positive influence in the global workplace. We seek to create a welcoming environment in all that we do, ensuring that all identities, perspectives and experiences are heard, respected and valued in conversations about career and professional development. We develop programs and resources to support underrepresented and minoritized students and alumni in achieving personally rewarding careers. We will continue to listen, learn and serve as advocates for all members of the Villanova community as we support individuals on their personal and professional journeys.

HIRENOVA.VILLANOVA.EDU
#HIRENOVA